Strong bonds
are built with
great care.™
Grooming Guide
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Bringing you closer to your horse

™

Whether it’s a soothing bath or an invigorating liniment rubdown, its distinctive
menthol fragrance enriches your relationship with your horse. The Vetrolin® brand
offers a complete line of grooming products made to deliver professional results.

Clean & Condition
Bathing
• Pour Vetrolin® Bath in a bucket and add warm water.
Use a sponge or curry to work shampoo deep down to
the skin. Use circular motions to deep clean the coat
and stimulate circulation.
• Wash the tail by dunking it in a bucket. Work the soap
in gently with your hands. Use the tail ends to suds the
entire tail. Don’t scrub too hard — it can break off hairs.
• Scrub the tail down to the roots. Lingering dirt becomes
obvious if you braid your horse’s tail for a show.
• Rinse your horse thoroughly. Soap residue can
cause irritation.
• When you’re short on time, bathe your horse with
Vetrolin® Body Wash. One-step shampoo applicator
attaches to the hose to get deep down to the skin and
blast out the dirt and sweat in just minutes!
• After you’ve bathed your horse, clean your brushes by
soaking them in the sudsy water for a few minutes. A
clean brush helps keep your horse cleaner longer.

Grooming Tip:
Vetrolin® Bath Is
Concentrated.

Just 2–4 oz. of product
cleans your entire horse.
Use less, save more,
same great results.

Remove Stains
Cleaning Tough Stains
• For white and light-colored horses, mix Vetrolin® White ‘N
Brite™ shampoo with optical coat brighteners in a bucket of
warm water. Sponge over entire body and leave on for 2–3
minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
• For stubborn stains, apply Vetrolin® White ‘N Brite™ shampoo
full-strength and let sit for 5 minutes before rinsing.
• For dark-colored coats, use Vetrolin® White ‘N Brite™ shampoo
as you would on light-colored horses to enhance highlights.
• For urine-stained tails, soak tail in a bucket with Vetrolin®
White ‘N Brite™ shampoo for 5 minutes. Gently scrub soap
into the top of the tail and rinse.
• Use a spray-on dry-clean shampoo when it’s too cold for
baths. Apply a small amount of Vetrolin® Green Spot Out
directly on the spot. Massage in and wipe off using a damp
towel. Repeat until stain is removed. Finish off with a dry
towel and brush to bring out the shine.

Detangle
Managing Unruly Hair
• Use Vetrolin® Detangler on wet or dry manes and tails to keep
the hair tangle-free and more manageable. To minimize breakage,
comb out tangled hair in small sections from the bottom up.
• Use a wide-toothed plastic comb on manes and tails, rather than a
brush, to prevent hair breakage.
• Use Vetrolin® Shine on knotted manes and tails to cut grooming
time in half and reduce hair breakage. Spray on the mane or tail
and let sit for 3–5 minutes before detangling knots.

Grooming Tips:
Repel Stains

After shampooing the
tail, spray it with Vetrolin®
Shine to repel stains and
cut down on tail washing.
Prevent Knots

Spray Vetrolin® Shine on
the mane and tail before
turning your horse out.
The silicone prevents knots
from forming and burrs
from getting stuck in the
hair, reducing the amount
of product normally
needed to detangle
difficult knots.

Shine
A Good Shine Is the Finishing Touch
• After shampooing, towel-dry the coat, then liberally spray on
Vetrolin® Shine. When coat is dry, brush or use a soft towel to
bring out the luster. Vetrolin® Shine also repels dust and dirt
to help keep your horse clean.
Repelling Stains
• Prevent stains and make mud removal easier by spraying your
horse’s body, mane, tail and legs with Vetrolin® Shine. Silicone
in the spray coats the hair shaft, making it more difficult for
stains to set and mud to harden.
• Spray your horse with Vetrolin® Shine before trailering to
repel dust and dirt, keeping your horse’s coat clean.

Soothe & Invigorate
• If your horse is prone to stocking up, rub Vetrolin® Liniment or
Liniment Gel onto your horse’s legs to help reduce swelling.
• Use Vetrolin® Liniment or Liniment Gel directly on sore muscles.
Apply a small amount to sore areas and gently massage into the
muscle. The counterirritant increases blood flow and stimulates
circulation for a long-lasting heat sensation.
Refreshing Your Horse
• Use Vetrolin® Liniment as a body brace after strenuous
workouts to prevent sore muscles. Mix Vetrolin® Liniment with
warm water and sponge over legs and major muscle groups.
• On hot, humid days, mix Vetrolin® Liniment with water to help
cool down your horse.

Grooming Tip:
Vetrolin® Liniment Is
Concentrated.

It may be diluted with
water for an economical,
refreshing body brace
your horse will love.

Vetrolin Family of Grooming Products
®

Clean & Condition
Vetrolin® Bath

Vetrolin® Green Spot Out
Vetrolin

Premium-quality, high-sudsing
shampoo contains protein-enriched
conditioners, Vitamin E and PABA
sunscreen to help protect the coat
from harsh elements. Great for
dogs too!

Spray-on dry-clean shampoo
removes stains easily. Works
great when there’s no time or the
weather’s too cold for bathing.
Excellent spot cleaner for lightcolored coats.

Vetrolin® Body Wash
Vetrolin

Vetrolin® White ‘N Brite™
Shampoo

Vetrolin® Bath formula in a
one-step applicator that cleans
without scrubbing. Eliminates
buckets and sponges to make
bathing easier after every ride.

Deep-cleaning, color-brightening
shampoo brightens light-colored
coats, enhances highlights on
dark-colored coats and removes
the worst yellow stains. Great for
dogs too!

Detangle & Shine
Vetrolin® Detangler
Instant detangler and conditioner
leaves manes and tails tangle-free
with a healthy-looking shine.

Vetrolin® Shine
Ready-to-Use Spray
Contains salon-quality silicone
plus conditioners to put a
brilliant shine on coats and
detangle manes and tails. This
trusted favorite won’t make hair
brittle and minimizes breakage.

Soothe & Invigorate
Vetrolin® Liniment Gel
with Hyaluronic Acid
This gel formula contains
counterirritants for a deeppenetrating warming sensation.
Stimulates blood flow and provides
instant relief for sore muscles and
joints. Contains hyaluronic acid to
nourish the coat.

Vetrolin® Liniment
Invigorating, aromatic liniment
helps stimulate blood flow to
relieve minor stiffness, soreness
and inflammation. Makes a
refreshing body brace.
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As the leader in horse care products for over 65 years, Farnam is committed
to supporting the horse industry. That’s why we’re proud to be an Official
Horse Care Product Partner for these established equine organizations:
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